
TORO  
RIDE ON 
MOWERS



Designed for Homeowners

Which one is right for you?

Toro has a wide portfolio of ride on mower options for any size garden, large or small.  
The Toro range has many patented technologies and features, designed to make our mowers 
noticeably more comfortable and easy to use, whilst delivering the excellent standards of 
finish you expect from a quality mower.

Toro ride on mowers are engineered to efficiently handle extreme conditions and challenging 
terrain, without sacrificing cut quality or your comfort. Their unmatched maneuverability for 
cutting around trees and landscaping, power and durability, all contribute to produce long-
lasting performance.

TimeCutter® Series

BEST FOR: 

Maneuverability and time saving.

Lawn Tractor XLS

BEST FOR: 

Durable and dependable 
performance and ease of  
use operation.

Titan® MX Series

BEST FOR: 

Heavy-duty applications where 
terrain is more rugged.

Whether it’s for dependable performance, maneuverability or 
heavy-duty applications, Toro has a mower that’s right for you.



Model No XLS 380 (71254) XLS 420T (71255)
Engine 452 cc Toro® OHV Single Cylinder 603 cc Kawasaki® V-Twin FR541V 

Cutting Width 38" (96.5 cm) 42" (106.7 cm)

Deck Material Steel Steel

Ground Speed 0 - 8.6 km/h - forward, 0 - 1.5 km/h - reverse 0 - 8.6 km/h - forward, 0 - 1.5 km/h - reverse

Tight Turn Radius 
A tight 50.8 cm turning radius allows 
close trimming around trees or other 
obstacles in the yard.

Toro® Premium OHV Engine

Built to maximum performance. The overhead valve  
(OHV) design makes it more efficient and burns cleaner  
than side-valve engines. Special governor design delivers  
fast power when put under load (on model 71254).

KeyChoice™

Toro’s KeyChoice™ reverse operation system 
improves safety during operation in reverse 
without diminishing performance.

Robust Design
Stress-resistant channel steel frame,  
tough durable cast-iron front axle  
provides durability for years to come. 

Toro XLS Lawn Tractors are side discharge tractors that combine power, performance and value. 
Combining modern styling and precision engineering, the robust XLS tractor series is designed 
to appeal to customers with large lawns to maintain. The automatic transmission is intuitive to 
use and transitions seamlessly between forward and reverse. The solid construction, including  
a cast-iron front axle, will provide dependable service for years.

Lawn Tractor XLS
The Ultimate in Power and Performance 

KEY FEATURES

Floating Deck
Floating centrally mounted steel cutting  
deck offers superb contour following.

Washout Port
Easily clean grass and debris from under  
the deck. Attach a garden hose and turn  
on the water supply. 
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*See your dealer for full details on warranties.
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Model No 74621 74616 74389 74386 74390 74387 74395

Engine

452 cc  
Toro® OHV

452 cc  
Toro® OHV

597 cc  
Kohler® SV600

603 cc 
Kawasaki®

V-Twin
FR600V

726 cc 
Kawasaki®

V-Twin  
FR691V

726 cc 
Kawasaki®

V-Twin  
FR691V

726 cc 
Kawasaki®

V-Twin  
FR691V

Cutting Width 32" (81.3 cm) 42" (106.7 cm) 42" (106.7 cm) 42" (106.7 cm) 42" (106.7 cm) 50" (127 cm) 50" (127 cm)

Deck Material Stamped Steel Stamped Steel Stamped Steel Stamped Steel Fabricated 
Deck

Stamped Steel Fabricated 
Deck

Ground Speed 0 - 11.3 km/h 0 - 11.3 km/h 0 - 11.3 km/h 0 - 11.3 km/h 0 - 11.3 km/h 0 - 11.3 km/h 0 - 11.3 km/h

Smart Speed™ Control System

TimeCutter® Series
 Make the Smart Choice

With the TimeCutter® series you can now spend more time enjoying your lawn and less time 
mowing it. a lot less time. The Toro TimeCutter® is so maneuverable, it can cut your mowing  
time in half. and with the addition of the Smart SpeedTM control system, TimeCutter® mowers  
are an even smarter choice.

Toro’s exclusive Smart Speed™ control system takes  
the time-saving speed and agility of a zero-turn  
mower and adds greater control. This exclusive Toro 
innovation lets you choose different ground speed 
ranges with the flip of a lever without changing the 
blade or engine speeds. You can mow large, open  
areas with the high speed range to finish quickly,  
or easily flip to the low speed range for controlled 
maneuvering around trees, gardens and landscaping.

*See your dealer for full details on warranties.

Zero-Turn Technology  
and Save Time

Work Smarter, Not Harder

For more than 25 years, Toro has been manufacturing 
zero-turn mowers that deliver an outstanding quality of  
cut along with the time savings of zero-turn technology.  
Just as Toro is the choice of professional landscapers,  
Toro TimeCutter® mowers are the smart choice for you. 
You’ll mow like a pro and you’ll do it all in a lot less time.

The time saved with a Toro zero-turn mower quickly adds up. 
Find your yard size on this graph and discover how much 
mowing time our customers have reported saving with their 
Toro zero-turn mower.

†  Time savings by yard size are from 2007 to 2008 survey results for Toro 
residential zero-turn mowers, as reported by owners.
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Automatic Parking Brake
Automatically engages when the control 
arms are moved outward. Eliminates the 
need for a separate parking brake, making 
operation easy.

Dual Hydrostatic Drive System
Provides independent power to each  
wheel for maximum traction and 
maneuverability.

Powerful Engines
Powerful Toro®, Kohler® and Kawasaki® 
engines provide smooth, quiet and  
optimal power.

Deep 10.2 cm Steel Deck and  
10.8 cm Fabricated Deck
Provides superior cutting performance  
in all conditions.

Heavy-duty 10 Gauge Frame
Provides increased strength,  
durability and reliability.

11.4 Litre Fuel Tank with  
Sight Gauge
Higher capacity fuel tank lets you mow 
longer and the convenient sight gauge 
provides a quick view of the fuel level.  
The large petrol cap makes filling up easy.

42" (106.7 cm) and 50" (127 cm) Toro TimeCutter® ZS Mowers with Fabricated Decks -  
Rugged and Reliable 
from the dual hydrostatic drive system and the heavy-duty 10 gauge fabricated cutting deck with 
bull-nose bumper to the powerful Kawasaki® twin-cylinder engines, Toro TimeCutter® ZS mowers  
with fabricated decks are built tough for dependable and long-lasting performance.

KEY FEATURES

TimeCutter® Series 
Continued

Toro Recycling System 
The Toro Recycler mulching system 
creates your own natural fertilizer.  
This patented system cuts grass clippings 
6-8 times turning them into a fine 
nutrient-rich mulch to feed your lawn  
all season. The secret lies in the unique 
‘kickers’ and baffles that direct clippings 
back into the blades to be re-cut before 
being released into your lawn.

Comfortable Seats
15  (38.1 cm) mid back or 18  (45.7 cm) high 
back seats provide ample back  
support for a smooth, comfortable ride.



Model No 74871 74872 74873

Engine 726 cc Kawasaki® V-Twin 21.5 hp 726 cc Kawasaki® V-Twin 23 hp 726 cc Kawasaki® V-Twin 24 hp

Cutting Width 48" (121.9 cm) 54" (137.2 cm) 60" (152.4 cm)

Deck Material Fabricated Deck Fabricated Deck Fabricated Deck

Ground Speed 0 - 12.1 km/h 0 - 12.1 km/h 0 - 12.1 km/h

KEY FEATURES
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*See your dealer for full details on warranties.

Smooth Front Tyres and  
Large Rear Tyres
30.5 cm x 15.2 cm smooth front  
tyres reduce turf wear and improve 
maneuverability. The 56 cm x 25.4 cm 
large, wide rear tyres provide a smoother 
ride over rough terrain than smaller 
diameter tyres. 

Premium Seat with  
3-D Isolation
Toro premium seat with 3-D isolation 
mounts to absorb vibration.

Fabricated Decks Up to  
152.4 cm Wide
Fabricated, fully-welded decks with  
bull-nose bumpers handle tough cutting 
conditions and deliver a superior quality  
of cut.

Effortless Maintenance
Quick, no-tools deck removal allows easy 
access to deck for maintenance.

Foot-Operated Height-of-Cut
Quickly raise or lower the deck while  
keeping hands on the controls.

Fully-Tubular Frame
3.8 cm x 7.6 cm fully-tubular frame  
offers superior strength and durability.

Removable Floor Pan
Allows easy access to the top of the  
deck for cleaning off grass clippings.

Commercial Grade  
Transmissions
Heavy-duty ZT3100 transmissions are  
used with charge pumps, shock valves  
and heavy-duty gears.

Roll Over Protection System 
(ROPS)
Folding Roll Over Protection System (ROPS) 
comes standard. The folding design folds  
easily with the help of quick-release pins.  
It tucks under the frame for compact storage  
or when mowing under low obstacles on  
flat ground.

User-Friendly Residential Expertise
Our zero-turn mowers are all about saving time, ease-of-use  
and low maintenance. These user-friendly and comfort-focused 
features are built into every TITAN® MX, making it the best  
mower for the biggest yards.

Heavy-Duty Deck Spindles
Huge 19.7 cm diameter aluminium  
spindle housings contain 2.5 cm  
diameter spindle shafts.

Pro-Inspired
The TITAN® MX leverages professional features similar to those  
found on our commercial zero-turn mowers to change your 
experience of mowing forever. Each component adds to the  
strength and durability of the machine, providing long-lasting, 
superior performance.

LIFETIME
FRAME
LIFETIME
FRAME
L I M I T E D  W A R R A N T Y*
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The TITaN® MX combines pro-inspired features from our popular commercial line with the  
user-friendly features of our residential zero-turn mowers to create a commercial-like machine  
that’s easy to use and comfortable to operate. The TITaN® MX gives you pro-like performance  
with Kawasaki engines, large wide tyres and heavy-duty decks and frame for taking on the  
toughest challenges. and if your neighbours think you hired a professional, well, just smile  
and show them your rugged, powerful TITaN® MX.

Titan® MX Series
Ready for the Toughest Demands



Customise Your Mower with Genuine 
Toro Attachments and Accessories

Heavy-Duty Rear  
Engine Guard
This heavy-duty steel guard 
protects the engine from  
branches and debris as you  
nimbly maneuver around your 
lawn (for TimeCutter SS models). 

Bumper Guard Kit 
The cast iron front bumper  
guard kit provides extended life 
and durability (available for Lawn 
Tractor XLS models only).

Building the best machines in the industry allows us to back them with the 
best warranty in the industry. Ask your dealer to learn about our warranty 
coverage.

•  2 year Limited Warranty on Lawn Tractor XLS mowers

•  3 year Limited Warranty on TimeCutter® ZS and SS mowers

•  3 year or 400 hours^ Limited Warranty on Titan® MX mowers and  
a limited lifetime frame warranty^^

 ^Whichever occurs first.
^^ Original owner only. Lifetime Frame Warranty — If the main frame, consisting of the parts welded 

together to form the tractor structure that other components such as the engine are secured to, 
cracks or breaks in normal use, it will be repaired or replaced under warranty at no cost for parts 
and labor. Frame failure due to misuse or abuse and failure or repair required due to rust or 
corrosion are not covered.

Warranty Finance
Purchasing Toro products is easy and affordable with special  
Toro sponsored finance promotions available through your 
participating certified Toro independent dealer.

ATTACHMENTS AND ACCESSORIES

Tow-Behind Dump Cart
Transporting material is easy 
with this heavy-duty poly bed 
large dump cart.

Bimini Folding  
Sunshade
Optional fabric shade for  
2-post ROPS shields the  
operator from the elements.

Anti-Vibration Floor Mat
This newly designed rubber floor  
mat is a great addition to your 
TimeCutter®/Titan® MX mower. 
Reduce vibration and dampens  
deck noise during mowing.

Recycler® Mulch Kit
Optional recycler kit cuts and 
re-cuts clippings into fine 
particles and redirects them 
back into the turf for a healthy 
looking lawn.

Twin Bagger 
Attaches easily and is great  
for cleaning up grass clippings 
and leaves. 

Armrest Kit
Adjustable armrests improve 
operator productivity by 
reducing fatigue. 

Hour Meter
Keep your mower in peak 
condition by adding an 
hourmeter for determining 
service maintenance.

Light Kit
Gives you the option to  
mow your grass in low  
light conditions. 

Foot Assist Height  
of Cut System
Allows you to quickly and easily raise 
the mowing deck while mowing to 
avoid scalping and can also be used  
to lift the mowing deck while  
changing height of cut positions.

Product Cover 
Protect your investment with  
a water, abrasion and tear 
resistant cover.

Hitch Kit
The hitch kit is easily attached, 
which allows you to increase  
the functionality of your mower  
by allowing you to pull light 
duty attachments.

E-Z VAC Powered Bagger
Provides extra vacuum power to 
bag even wet grass and leaves. 
The blower reduces clogging 
and maximises bag filling. 

(fits Titan & Titan MX model 
years 2010 & newer)

Cargo Carrier
Perfect for light duty hauling 
capabilities for mulch, soil,  
garden tools and other items  
for working in the yard.  
No “jack knifing” and it’s  
easy to store. 

(fits TimeCutter model years 
2011 & newer. Fits Titan model 
years 2009 & newer.)
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SPECIFICATIONS
Lawn Tractor XLS TimeCutter® Series TimeCutter® Series Titan® MX Series

XLS 380 XLS 420T
TimeCutter®  

SS 3200 
TimeCutter®  

SS 4216
TimeCutter®  

ZS 4200S CE
TimeCutter®  

ZS 4200T CE
TimeCutter®  

ZS 4200TF
TimeCutter®  

ZS 5000 CE
TimeCutter®  

ZS 5000TF
Titan® MX4880 Titan® MX5480 Titan® MX6080

Model No 71254 71255 74621 74616 74389 74386 74390 74387 74395 74871 74872 74873

Power System Power System

engine**

452 cc 
Toro®  

OHV Single  
Cylinder

603 cc 
Kawasaki®  

V-Twin  
FR541V

452 cc 
Toro®  

OHV Single  
Cylinder

452 cc 
Toro®  

OHV Single  
Cylinder

597 cc 
Kohler ®  

Single Cylinder  
SV600

603 cc 
Kawasaki®  

V-Twin  
FR600V

726 cc 
Kawasaki®  

V-Twin  
FR691V

726 cc 
Kawasaki®  

V-Twin 
FR691V

726 cc 
Kawasaki®  

V-Twin  
FR691V

726 cc 
Kawasaki®  

V-Twin  
FR651V

726 cc 
Kawasaki®  

V-Twin  
FR691V

726 cc 
Kawasaki®  

V-Twin  
FR730V

engine Guard - - Optional Optional Standard Standard Standard Standard

Starter Electronic Keystart Electronic Keystart Electronic Keystart Electronic Keystart

drive System Automatic Drive Dual Hydrostatic Hydro-Gear® ZT 2100 Dual Hydrostatic  
Hydro-Gear® ZT 2100

Dual Hydrostatic  
Hydro-Gear® ZT 2200

Dual Hydrostatic  
Hydro-Gear® ZT 2800 Dual Hydro-Gear ZT3100 with charge pumps, shock valves & heavy-duty gears

fuel Capacity 6.6 litres 11.4 litres 11.4 litres 18.9 litres

Ground Speed 
(Maximum f/r) 8.6 / 1.5 km/h Smart Speed™ Control System  

11.3 / 5.6 km/h
Smart Speed™ Control System  

11.3 / 5.6 km/h 12.1 / 6.1 km/h

Tyres (rear) 45.7 cm x 24.1 cm – 20.3 cm, Turf Saver, 4 ply 45.7 cm x 15.2 cm 45.7 cm x 19 cm 45.7 cm x 19 cm 45.7 cm x 19 cm 45.7 cm x 19 cm 45.7 cm x 24 cm 50.8 cm x 25.4 cm 55.9 cm x 25.4 cm

Tyres (front) 38.1 cm x 15.2 cm – 15.2 cm, Turf Saver, 4 ply 25 cm x 10 cm Smooth (2013 model) 
28 cm x 10 cm Ribbed (2014 model) 33 cm x 12.7 cm Ribbed 30.5 cm x 15.2 cm

digital Hour Meter - - Optional Standard Standard

Mowing Decks Mowing Decks

Cutting Width 38"
(96.5 cm)

42"
(106.7 cm)

32" 
(81.3 cm)

42"
(106.7 cm)

42"
(106.7 cm)

42"
(106.7 cm)

42"
(106.7 cm)

50" 
(127 cm)

50" 
(127 cm)

48" 
(121.9 cm)

54" 
(137.2 cm)

60" 
(152.4 cm)

deck Material Steel Stamped steel –  
Single blade

Stamped steel –  
Twin blade

Stamped steel –  
Twin blade

Stamped steel –  
Twin blade Fabricated deck Stamped steel Fabricated deck 10-gauge fabricated with bull-nose bumper

deck depth 10.2 cm 10.2 cm 10.8 cm 10.2 cm 10.8 cm 11.4 cm

deck Mount Deck suspended from front frame by a single trunnion rod 
and attached to lift mechanism by two hanger brackets

Deck suspended from front frame by a single trunnion rod and attached  
to lift mechanism by two hanger brackets

Deck suspended from front frame by a single trunnion rod and attached  
to lift mechanism by two hanger brackets Heavy-duty, no-tools removal

deck Spindles
17.0 mm dia. Spindle shaft, die cast aluminium spindle 

housing (2) with permanently lubricated precision  
ball bearings

19.9 mm dia. spindle 
shaft, die cast 

aluminum spindle 
housing (1) with 

permanently 
lubricated precision 

ball bearings

17.0 mm dia. spindle shaft, die cast aluminum spindle housing (2)  
with permanently lubricated precision ball bearings

17.0 mm dia. spindle shaft, die cast aluminum spindle housing (2)  
with permanently lubricated precision ball bearings

Three 19.7 cm dia. die cast aluminium spindle housing with permanently  
lubricated ball bearings of 2.5 cm spindle shafts

discharge deflector Moulded plastic Moulded plastic Moulded plastic Moulded rubber

Height of Cut 3-10.2 cm in 6 increments 3.8-11.4 cm in 7 increments  3.8-11.4 cm 7 positions 3.8-11.4 cm 13 positions

Blade Tip Speed†† - - 18,959 ft/min  
@3400 rpm

17,810 ft/min  
@3400 rpm

15,150 ft/min  
@2900 rpm

15,150 ft/min  
@2900 rpm

17,810 ft/min  
@3400 rpm

16,650 ft/min  
@3100 rpm

18,330 ft/min  
@3400 rpm

18,644 ft/min  
@3400 rpm

18,908 ft/min  
@3400 rpm

18,800 ft/min  
@3400 rpm

anti-Scalp rollers Standard Standard - - Standard Standard Standard 3 standard plus Rear anti-scalp skids

foot assist HoC - - Optional Standard Standard

frame Gauge 13-gauge formed steel frame 10-gauge 10-gauge Fully Tubular 3.8 cm x 7.6 cm

recycler Kit Optional Optional Optional Standard Standard Standard Optional

Washout Port Standard Standard Standard 2 Standard

User-Friendly Features User-Friendly Features

Seat 28 cm Deluxe flip up seat 33 cm Deluxe flip up seat 38.1 cm Mid back 38.1 cm Mid back 38.1 cm Mid back 45.7 cm High back 45.7 cm High back 45.7 cm High back Thickly-padded Toro Premium seat, Full 3-D Isolation

Steering  
Levers/Control 35 cm soft lock Dual wrap-around levers control the hydraulic pumps in the transaxles Dual wrap-around levers control the hydraulic pumps in the transaxles Dual Oversized Comfort Grip™ levers

Turning radius 50.8 cm Zero radius turn (ZTR) Zero radius turn (ZTR) Zero radius turn (ZTR)

adjustable armrests - - - - Optional Optional Padded armrests standard Padded armrests standard

folding roPS - - - - - - - Standard

removable floor Pan - - - - - - - Standard

dimensions
Overall Length

Overall Width

Overall Height

 
180.3 cm 

 
 

118.1 cm 
(deck included)

101.6 cm 

 
180.3 cm 

 
 

134.6 cm 
(deck included)

101.6 cm 

 
182.4 cm 

 
 

99.4 cm 
(deflector down)

94.7 cm 

182.4 cm 
 
 

136.7 cm 
(deflector down)

94.7 cm 

 
182.4 cm 

 
 

136.7 cm 
(deflector down)

105.4 cm 

 
182.4 cm 

 
 

136.7 cm 
(deflector down)

105.4 cm 

 
182.4 cm 

 
 

137.2 cm 
(deflector down)

105.4 cm 

 
182.4 cm 

 
 

160 cm 
(deflector down)

105.4 cm 

 
185.2 cm 

 
 

156.7 cm 
(deflector down)

107.7 cm 

 
196.6 cm 

 
 

156.2 cm 
(deflector down)

186.4 cm 
(ROPS up)

 
196.6 cm 

 
 

172.5 cm 
(deflector down)

186.4 cm 
(ROPS up)

 
196.6 cm 

 
 

190.8 cm 
(deflector down)

186.4 cm 
(ROPS up)

Weight 230 kg 240 kg 200.9 kg 228.2 kg 229.1 kg 230 kg 255 kg 275 kg 297.6 kg 361.5 kg 368.8 kg 380.1 kg

Warranty* 2 years 3 years 3 years 3 years / 400 hours

* See dealer for full warranty details. **The gross or net torque of this engine was laboratory rated by the engine manufacturer in accordance with the appropriate SAE specification. As configured to meet safety, emission and operating requirements, 
the actual engine torque on this class of mower will be significantly lower. We reserve the right to improve our products and make changes in the specifications, designs and standard equipment without notice and without incurring obligation.

†† Blade tip speed is the theoretical maximum speed in feet per minute and is likely to vary.
= Enhanced or step-up feature



Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety 
features. We reserve the right to improve our products and make changes in specifications, designs, and standard equipment without notice and without incurring 
obligation. The gross horsepower of the engines have been laboratory rated by the various engine manufacturers. As configured to meet safety, emission and operating 
requirements, the actual engine horsepower on this class may be significantly lower.

Many of the products you will find in certified Toro dealers’ stores come with a warranty or guarantee from The Toro Company. In addition, our goods come with 
guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any 
other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does 
not amount to a major failure. Full details of your consumer rights may be found at www.consumerlaw.gov.au

*See your certified Toro dealers for details on all of our warranties.
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Toro Customer Service 1800 356 372    toro.com.au

Your local certified Toro dealer:


